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2A. BREACH OF CONFIDENCE 
Information will be subject to an obligation of confidence if the information is (Optus v Telstra): 

1.   Identified with specificity 
a.   Required so that the Court can frame an order 
b.   Need to be able to distinguish between general information to which the obligation 

attaches and information which is common knowledge 
c.   O’Brien: unit trust deeds failed here.  

2.   Necessary quality of confidence 
a.   E.g. Aboriginal folklore, TV- game show ideas, tax affairs, health, secret pricing 

schemes, failure of drug test (AFL v Age) 
b.   If in public domain, can no longer be subject of confidence (Douglas v Hello). Maybe 

unsettled doctrine (Johns v ASC) 
i.   Johns: information tendered to Royal Commission had necessary quality, 

even though it was made available to media (but only get declaration) 
ii.   AFL v Age: The fact that information about drug results was only on website 

for a few hours didn’t destroy the confidence 
iii.   BBC v Harper Collins: stig identity no longer confidential 

c.   Personal information 
i.   E.g. health, personal relationships, finances, tax details 

ii.   Test (Lenah): disclosure of information would be highly offensive to a 
reasonable person of ordinary sensibilities in many circumstances  

iii.   Just because embarrassing, doesn’t make it confidential. Just because on 
private property doesn’t make it private/confidential (Lenah). 

d.   Former clients: duty of loyalty does not survive the termination of retainer (Bolkiah). 
But obligation to respect the confidence of information imparted while the 
solicitor/accountant were retained, does survive. 

e.   Government secrets: equity looks at claims of an obligation of confidence relating to 
government information through different spectacles à will decide with reference to 
public interest (Cth v John Fairfax) 

i.   John Fairfax: references, information and attitudes re diplomatic/personal 
personalities was not sufficiently embarrassing. 

f.   Probably not employee know-how (Del Casale), even if dishonestly taken. But not 
trade secrets. 

3.   Received in circumstances importing an obligation of confidence 
a.   Based on the idea that confidence attaches only where the conscience of the person 

who holds the information is bound. 
b.   Test (Del Casale): would a reasonable person on reasonable grounds have realized 

they were not free to deal with the information as their own? Is the information 
important enough to warrant equitable intervention? 

i.   Actual knowledge of confidence? Stolen? 
4.   Threatened or actual misuse without consent 

a.   Somebody’s prior actions in respect of this type of action may authorize the use of 
the information 

i.   Lennon v Newsgroup Newspapers: wife’s tell-all tale was OK due to his past 
attitude towards his private life. 

ii.   Naomi Campbell case: narcotics meeting reporting okay. Not the photo 
 

•   Distinguish between purely equitable confidence and confidence that arises as a term in the 
contract. Remedies will be altered. If the confidence is a contractual term, have to show 
damages are inadequate for injunction to issue/specific performance (Optus v Telstra). 

•   Remedies 



o   Injunction – primary remedy 
§   Generally not granted where information moved into public (AFL v Age) 

o   Account of profits 
o   Constructive trust: very rare  

§   May be appropriate to construe a trust over the shares/goodwill of the new 
company that may have been built on breach of confidence. 

§   But practically, may be construed as punitive 
o   Equitable compensation  

§   Can be granted purely for emotional distress, loss of income (Giller v 
Procopets) on grounds of breach of confidence, or Lord Cairns Act damages 

•   LCA damages may get more – as cannot get punitive equitable 
compensation. But there hasn’t been a case on this. 

•   NB: Victorian case. In NSW, damages have no application to 
equity’s jurisdiction 

§   Need to show that the cause of your loss (on BoP) was the breach of 
confidence 

o   Springboard doctrine: a consideration that courts taken into account whereby the 
court recognises that someone who has breached confidence has used it as a 
springboard to gain advantage on the rest of the market.  

 
 
2B. ESTOPPEL 

•   No concluded contract, so cannot sue for breach of contract. 
•   However, X may be estopped from denying the existence of a concluded contract if she 

represented to X and he relied on it to his detriment. 
  


